Global transformation in the contemporary world is caused by the rise of people in the legal sphere, and the humanization of social relations; it is increasingly perceived by legal scholars as a process of the formation of a new civilization, new ways of communication and activities, defining new goals, objectives and principles of relations between subjects. Based on the fact that man and his natural rights and freedoms are at the heart of the changing legal world, jurisprudence must formulate qualitatively new approaches, and develop a fundamentally different view of the Law.

For humanism, the main thesis is the origin and development of human nature as a value, Man’s place in reality, and the structure of the world of values; the man as the center of the world of values; the connection of different values with the social and cultural factors, as well as the structure of a person. The main category of the theory is the individual as a value and universal values, i.e. the diversity of objects of human activities, public relations and natural phenomena within their range. They can act as ‘substantive values’, i.e. be evaluated in terms of good and evil, truth and untruth, beauty and ugliness, permissible and forbidden acts, just and unjust dealings, etc.

The embodiment of ideas about humanism in law is connected with legal development, as transformations carried out in Society, the State and the Law are the legal ideas of the development of humanism carried out by individuals and Society. In law, the ideas of humanism are formed as a gradual change in the ratio of such concepts as ‘rights’ and ‘man’. The idea lies in the ‘humanization’ of the Law, establishing such a legal system, which would be focused on people, their rights and freedoms.
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Legal development in the context of humanization of the legal system activates the dynamics of legal development. This context allows us to consider ‘legal development’ as a category, without which a shift in the ratio of the concepts of ‘rights’ and ‘man’ is impossible and unthinkable, and the general humanization of the legal system is problematic, since nothing happens by itself.

These transformations are not accidental. They allow the expansion of the level of theoretical vision of the legal development of the task, and they address issues, which would ‘hardly be justified, if the consideration of humanitarian orientation of the legal theory was confined to the declaration of the general provisions alone. General declarations worth little. Especially, since they evidence the past of our social sciences, they can get along with an antihuman totalitarian approach to reality. Ideas of humanism, humanitarian and human values, and the man himself have ascended from possible to the granted through the rights and vaults of man and society.

In our opinion, both the humanization of the legal system, and the formation of a man, his rights and freedoms by the center of the legal system require certain actions aimed in this direction. Translating the idea of the humanization of the legal system, currently existing as legal possibilities to its natural implementation into legal reality requires researchers to justify and introduce such categories as ‘legal development’ to the scientific revolution.

Legal science can offer a rational model of self-organization, and become a real tool for further philosophical and theoretical analysis of the right from the legal thinking to the legal development.

In the world of philosophical thought, the term ‘development’ has been used in many different interpretations throughout the centuries. Today we can talk about the peculiar history of its formation. Many thinkers of the past operated with this concept, and described its contents.

According to Democritus, development is associated with the unity of ‘cosmos’ and ‘microcosm’. Here it is regarded as the goal of human existence. The aim would be reached, if the individual became adequate in his relation to the world as a result of own independence and activities to transform the world. Aristotle, on the contrary, put forward the ‘ruling principle’ (i.e. principle of subordination, hierarchy), which served as the theoretical and ideological basis for the conclusion about the constant expansion of human dominion over the world.

With the emergence of axiology and the axiological aspect of philosophy and sociology in the twentieth century, the old idea of the subject who becomes familiar with himself and the world around him, which evolved into a philosophical, sociological and specifically scientific concept, acquired categorical status.

However, as a research topic in Domestic Law, the theory of legal development in the system of legal categories has not been studied.

The development of the natural environment and the medium of human activity directly or indirectly affects the rights and interests of an individual who is associated with the reproduction of spiritual and moral positives and values. Therefore, in the article, development is proposed as a form of human activity.

If this is a human activity, then the individual should occupy a central place, and play a leading role in the development. The development of vital human activity is mediated by right, which must embody the natural legal principles, universal benefits and values, and form and consolidate the legal interest in the sources of law in the form of spiritual and moral benefits for the individual and society. The formation of human interest as a spiritual and moral good actualizes the man himself as the center of any phenomenon and process; it actualizes the human qualities of person who is a conscious (intellectual and volitional) figure in the entire process of legal development.

The idea of development as a philosophical and general scientific category was formed substantially in the classical era as a fundamental characteristic of the ‘man-world’ relation. The understanding of development as the mastering of the subject reproduced a world in which ownership, possession and power were core values of human existence.

In the current context of philosophical research, the category of ‘development’ is represented by two traditions: the first tradition views development as mastery of property and power (G-W-F. Hegel, K. Marx, M.K. Mamardashvili). The interpretation of development as the mastering of the subject is associated with the worldview, culture and practices of a particular

type. 'Developed' in the context of 'ownership' reproduces the property, possession and power as total domination and the core value of human existence, and leads to the alienation of man from the outside world. The second tradition considers development in the human context as humanity, or the humanized process of development (M.S. Kagan, K.A. Svasyan, T.S. Karachentseva). It aims to overcome the alienation of man from the world around him; it is turned to the actual real individuals, who have been living forms of abstract existence, and self-spawning their own particular personality throughout their history.

The individual's development of the world (i.e. of elements of social reality) as that of a separate, particular personality, reveals a number of problems. They are associated with the category of development, its forms and methods. Most often, the category of 'development' is meaningfully interpreted as 'mastery'. This context of considering the problem leads to the fact that while the development of the world is identified with mastery of the world, philosophy reproduces an abstract universal subject.

The idea of 'Development', understood as 'mastery', was formed mainly in the philosophy of the classical era as a fundamental characteristic of the 'man-world' relation. In classical philosophy, the 'man-world' relation is an eternal, unchanging reality, a material, or ideal thing, to be mastered.

In the philosophical literature of the Soviet period, a thorough theoretical study of the problems of proving the worth of 'development' was carried out: it showed inconsistency of theoretical construction of such impersonal concepts as Society, History, the Absolute, Nation, Nationality, etc. In the monograph, M.K. Mamardashvili reconstructed the ontology of an intellectual and volitional entity that exists as an eternal, unchanging and infinite observer – an abstract universal being. For this subject, the world to be developed is presented in the form of an abstract universality; that is, it exists as nothing, belongs to nobody: it is foreign. To develop this world means to convert it from someone else’s into your own, to master it and turn it into your own possession: that is, into the property subordinate to the power of an abstract universal subject.

The social and cultural roots of the philosophy of ownership are transparent: it is a 'speculative expression' of abstract and universal communication created by equity and power over the things that have value, consisting exclusively of wealth, or 'the spirit of money'. 'The spirit of money' is regarded as a means of the abstract and general thinking that masters the abstract universal thing.

The understanding of development as mastery of the subject is connected with an outlook, in which the world of ownership, possession, power and total domination is reproduced and recreated – i.e. the world of the core values of human existence. To change this understanding of development, we must overcome and transform the philosophy of property, power, wealth: the philosophy of abstract universal impersonality, that is. A man overcoming alienation is expressed in this concept. The impersonality of such general abstractions as 'humanity', 'society' and 'the absolute' as subjects of development can be overcome by the actualization and reproduction of a particular person – his unique, free, sole human individuality, possessing the real specificity of a person. The transformation of abstract universal subjects of world development lies in the realization of humanity inherent in the process of development.

Philosophy, which considers a particular person as a precondition and a unique human personality, is recreated and reproduced as a truly human philosophy. To implement this idea, modern philosophy is forced to revise the traditional notions not only of the person but also of the world. In this world, which is a prerequisite for the existence of a person, for the fact that a person is alive and able to master, there is the only conclusion: the man-creator is a person of intellectual and volitional action.

Changes taking place in Russia called for the rethinking of the established ideas about the relationship between law and human rights. Such rethinking should respond to objectively ripened and objectively ongoing processes of the rise of an individual's position in society. The category of 'legal development' determines such a 'rise'.

Legal development includes human actions of an intellectual and volitional nature mediated by the right, aimed at the transformation of the elements of human activity (social reality). We are talking about human-
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ization (spirituality and transformation of welfare) by means of human rights and society, the creation of such a legal system, in which a man and his rights and freedoms would always occupy a central place.

Legal development is intellectual rights and volitional action mediated by the right, aimed at conversion and humanization of the legal system, the substantiation of value of a person, his rights and freedoms, in the legal system.

Signs of legal development include:
- Intellectual and volitional human actions are the actualization of voluntary actions by means of human intelligence in accordance with spiritual and moral principles for the benefit of man and society, on the basis of self-existence, initiative and self-defense.

In the framework of the development, action is considered as deeds (action or inaction) of a person which involve his consciousness and will. In the context of the study, the man is considered as a bio-socio-spiritual being. Human actions must be mediated by the right. He (the man) performs the conversion, namely, through the legal means, legal instruments, self-existence, self-regulation and self-activity. These transformations are necessary for the person to indicate and justify his purpose in the legal system, create the basis of his legal self-existence, selfhood, ensure self-protection of rights, implement self-regulation and initiative, and gain access to justice.

- Actions aimed at transformation and humanization of the legal system lie in the fact that the natural law, human and intellectual beginnings and principles of human life and society are gradually embodied in the legal system.

- Intellectual and volitional actions mediated by the right are carried out in accordance with universal values. Human intelligence creates legal interest in the form of spiritual and moral principles. Legal interest in the context of this concept is the individual’s intellectual view on how to use the spiritual and moral values, welfare and benefits properly for himself and for the society, or how to identify the purpose of the goods and values intellectually.

- Humanization (spiritualization and welfare-conversion) of the legal system is formed as a gradual change in the relation between the concepts of the ‘right’ and ‘man’. This idea lies in the ‘humanization’ of the legal system, in creating such a legal system, which would focus on the individual, his rights and freedoms, and the state, law and their derivatives and processes must act as legal means and tools of the system.

In the social reality, under conditions of transition from a planned economy to a market economy, the basis of market farming is changing: the institutions of civil society are being revived, regulating the mechanism of social relations – all is changing. The admissible type of legal regulation becomes a priority, under which negative legal instruments are actively used (man, his natural rights, person, his legitimate interests, contracts, local, corporate and individual acts).

Legal development as a category exists for the determination of self-appointment of man’s place and role in the legal system; the leading role belongs to decentralized legal regulation and sources of legal regulation of public relations.

The Declaration of the Rights and Freedoms of every man and citizen, the Constitution of the Russian Federation, the Civil Code, laws on property, citizenship and other regulations, all laid the foundation for the transformation of methods of legal regulation from imperative to discretionary and the predominance of a generally admissible type of regulation in human relations. There was a shift from imperative methods of legal regulation to dispositive ones, which resulted in the preponderance of the admissible type of regulation in human relations.

Changes in the legal regulation of social relations led to changes in the structure of modern sources of legal regulation. Reorientation of legal regulation from the primary use of state-centralized normative and legal means to the application of mainly contractual and legal means of regulation indicates that the Russian law is shifting the focus of its implementation forms from one source to another more civilized.

In accordance with developments in the state and transformations in society, the legal development requires the mechanisms of legal regulation of social relations to be based primarily on individual contractual regulation, and only secondarily on state-legal regulation of social relations.

As a process of an individual’s elevation in the right, legal development must organize its own relationships in the interests of man and society (e.g., regarding the application of labor and its organization and management) within the statutory framework. From this point of view, Chicherin was absolutely right when he wrote that, ‘Contracts can serve the diverse interests of people, but the legal significance of these interests is obtained solely due to the fact that they are the subject of the agreement. Whatever may be the interest of a person in the actions of another person, one cannot demand anything until an agreement is signed; on the other hand, when the decision has taken place, it is equally binding on the parties, whatever is the common interest. From a legal standpoint, the binding
force of agreements requires two things: 1) for the will to be free; 2) for the will to be legitimate. This follows from the very concept of law, which is freedom.\\footnote{Chicherin B.N. Selected Works / Text preparation, drafting, introduction and commentary by A.V. Polyakova. Commentary on the “Philosophy of Right” by E.V. Timoshina and A.V. Polyakova. St. Petersburg, 1997. P. 96–97.}

In order to humanize the legal regulation, legal development as a process of an individual’s elevation in social reality, should be more widely considered in the sources of law. In a broad sense, we should not only consider the sources of law, but also the sources of legal regulation. Any form of the objectified expression of rights should be understood under the source of legal regulation, provided they are presented in the form of legal texts that gained legitimacy and therefore become legally significant rules of conduct for general, collective or individual values.\\footnote{Gorokhov B.A., Mavrin S.P., Khokhlov E.B. Sources of labor law and sources of legal regulation of social and labor relations // Pravovedenie. 2003. No. 6. P. 30–47.}

In this world, which is a prerequisite for a person to exist, be alive and able to master, there is the only conclusion – man is the creator of elements of the world, the social reality of interpersonal interactions. The human context of the idea of development served as the basis for the study of 'legal development' category in the system of legal theory categories. The category of 'legal development' is granted its independent nature and meaning as indirect human right to transform the social reality, for the right is created and transformed by an individual in the course of one’s life.

The human context of the idea of development allowed the changing of the perception of the theory of law about an individual’s place in the legal system, to justify the need for a category of 'legal development' for transforming on a moral and humanizing basis the Russian legal system from the post-Soviet to the legal system in the center of which there are human rights and freedoms. It actualized the man, provided the basis for changes in the individual’s interest of right from the need to form it as spiritual and moral values to the incarnation of the human interest in the principles of natural law written into the Russian legal system.

A man and his natural rights and freedoms are the center of the transformation of society in the era of humanization. A particular individual possessing natural inalienable rights and freedoms sets specific goals, objectives and principles, and chooses the legal form of existence in order to achieve them. As part of scientific abstraction, we can argue that an individual chooses various organizations, including the state, delegating him part of their rights and responsibilities, deliberately restricting his own freedom in the hope they would protect the whole complex of his vital interests. In this sense, a man, his natural rights and freedoms are considered as the phenomena of civilization and culture. They are directly reflected in the processes of legal thinking, law-making, law implementation and law-enforcement.

At a certain stage of its evolution, legal development could change the very person. In contrast to the practice of law, which can be created, a man is a real phenomenon, since he objectively exists and operates. His legal actions are mediated by a sense of justice, legal culture, and finally, a legal interest and intellectual, strong-willed actions.
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